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ABSTRACT: This research was conducted in experimental group with the total sample was 34 

students of eleventh grade students of SMK N 3 Palembang in the second semester in the 

academic year 2016-2017 and it inquiry of the influence of TBLT and Learning Motivation 

toward Writing Achievements. The problem of this study is to find out the significance average 

score and motivation between TBLT and Conventional Technique. Due the interpretation of this  

study, it found that: (1) there was a significant difference in writing achievement between the 

student who taught by using TBLT and those are taught using conventional technique (2) there 

was significant difference in writing achievement between the students who have high 

motivation by using task based language teaching and conventional technique (3) there was 

significant difference in writing achievement between the students who have low motivation by 

using task based language teaching and conventional technique 4) there was significant 

difference in writing achievement between the students who have low and high motivation by 

using task based language teaching and (5) there was an interaction effect of technique used and 

student’s motivation in improving writing achievement. 
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INTRODUCTION  

In learning process, English Skills 

and English aspects must be mastered by the 

students. In English, it has four skills; (1) 

Listening, (2) Speaking, (3) Reading, and (4) 

Writing. Writing skill is one of important 

skills that should be learnt by each person 

because writing skill relates each skill. 

Besides that, writing skill also must be 

supported by other aspects, such grammar 

and structure, vocabulary and pronunciation. 

Besides that, in English language teaching 

has identified the “four skills” those are 

listening, speaking, reading, and writing, 

they are as of paramount importance. It is as 

perfectly appropriate to identify language 
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performance. The human race has shaped 

forms of productive performance are oral 

and written then forms of receptive 

performance are aural (hearing) and reading. 

The difference of four skills produced as a 

second language learners discover the 

differences and interrelationship among 

these four primary modes of performance. 

Meanwhile, in learning English process, 

every person have aims at one of English 

skills, for example writing skill.  

  According to Harmer (2006: 79), 

writing is a form of communication to 

deliver or to express feeling in written form. 

Furthermore, someone can express ideas in 

written form using letter, words, art, or 

media and it requires process in order to 

express the media. On the other hand, Styati 

(2010: 14) states that writing is a complex 

activity since it requires students’ 

comprehensive abilities such as mastering 

grammar, vocabulary, and punctuation. 

While, Brown (2004: 356-358) states that 

writing is classified by six aspects: those are 

(1) content, (2) organization, (3) discourse, 

(4) syntax, (5) vocabulary, and (6) 

mechanics. 

  Based on the statement above, there 

is a technique in supporting writing 

achievement, that is TBLT. According to 

Paul (2010:1), TBLT is Task-based 

language teaching (TBLT) has become a 

dominant approach to language teaching 

worldwide. However, despite being used 

around the world for more than two decades, 

task-based approaches have been unable to 

displace more traditional pedagogies in 

many EFL contexts. This is especially true 

in Japan, where conventional form-focused 

approaches, such as grammar translation and 

presentation-practice-production (PPP), have 

long held sway. Besides that, According to 

Ellis (2009:224), TBLT is not a monolithic 

teaching method, but an adaptable approach 

to language teaching. Furthermore, there is 

no single way of doing TBLT.  

  In previous study, Sholihah (2013) 

in title “TBLT can Improve Students’ 

Ability”, she says that TBLT technique gives 

evidences of the research that designed to 

identify the strength and the weaknesses of 

the implementation in improving writing 

ability. Furthermore, TBLT also give the 

chance to the students to explore their ideas 

and to choose their own words, encourages 

students to be active learners and it could 

raise the student’s participation in writing 

class and could enhance the student’s 

writing. In other related previous study, 
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Douglas and Kim (2014)  in title “Task 

Based Language Teaching and English 

Academic Purposes”, TBLT is an approach 

to language teaching that provides 

opportunities for students to engage in the 

authentic use of the target language through 

tasks. As the principal component in TBLT, 

the task provides the main context and focus 

for learning, and it encourages language use 

similar to the way language is used outside 

of the classroom. 

  In this study, the writer concern on 

one of the skills of English that is writing, 

because writing was one of important skill in 

learning process. According Poblete 

(1999:285), writing means the carefully 

guided marks on paper that teachers assist 

students in making unless a teacher is 

teaching a course in advanced composition 

or creative writing for more advanced 

students.  

Besides writing, the writer also will 

use the motivation in his learning process 

where motivation is one of the ways make 

the students more active in learning process. 

In supporting the statement, motivation is 

perceive to be composed of three elements. 

These include effort, desire, and effect. 

Effort refers to the time spent studying the 

language and the drive of the learner. Desire 

indicates how much the learner wants to 

become proficient in language, and affect 

illustrates the learner’s emotional reactions 

with regard to language study (Gadner, 

2003). Furthermore, Jaya (2017) also divides 

the motivation into two parts such as 

integrative and instrumental motivation. In 

addition, in other expert, motivation is a 

purpose that determines the level of activity, 

intensity, consistency, and direction 

common of human behavior (Slamento, 

2003:170). In supporting statements, 

according to Clelland (1996:28) “a motive is 

the reintegration by a cue of a change in an 

affective situation.” 

  From  the statement above, it can be 

said that writing skill is one of skills that 

should be mastered by the students. Not only 

it but also one of the techniques to improve 

student’s writing is TBLT where TBLT is to 

consider in apply in language classroom’s 

activities and offers students material that 

they have to actively. 

  Based on the information of 

English teachers in SMK N 3, there are 

some students who got difficulties and lower 

score in writing paragraph and do not know 

about the grammatical and structure, and the 

students have low motivation in the way of 
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the teacher in learning process where the 

teacher  gives the instruction to focus on 

writing using conventional teaching 

technique. By using this TBLT technique, 

the writer will hopefully make the students 

get interested in writing paragraph and and 

they are able to use the exact words, 

punctuation, grammatical and structure and 

it is expected that the writer is able to 

motivate the students to learn about 

narrative text. 

 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

The writer used experimental 

method that conducts factorial design as a 

method of research, which modifies of 

pretest-post-test control group design, and it 

divides into two groups, the first group is as 

the experimental group and the other one is 

as a control group. According Fraenkel, et al 

(2012:227), “moderator variable may be 

either treatment variables or subject 

characteristics variable.” This design can be 

seen as follows: 

In this study, the writer took the 

population of SMK N 3 Palembang. The 

total number of the students as the 

population is 140 students. The sample for 

this study is from the population by using 

cluster random sampling, where it is used 

the lottery system. The writer wrote the 

name of the class on small pieces on the 

paper and rolled them. Besides, the writer 

also took randomly one paper which an 

experimental class taught by TBLT and the 

other one as a control class that taught by 

using conventional teaching technique. In 

other word of test, the questionnaire was 

used into the stages where the unit of 

analysis in the systematically grouped and it 

was categorized into experimental and 

control by the writer. 

Technique for analyzing data is by 

using the test and question, the writer 

answered the question of questionnaire with 

SS=5, S=4, N=3, TS=2, and STS=1 based 

on  Badan Pusat Statistik, 2003. In addition, 

with the maximum score for 14 items is 70 

the minimum score is 14. Based on the result 

of the student’s response, it would be 

analyzed and determined whether the 

students had high or low motivation in 

learning English. The students who get the 

score from 14 to 42 would be categorized 

into low motivation. Meanwhile, the 

students who got the score from 43 to 70 

would  be categorize into high motivation, 

besides that, several statistical analysis were 

also applied such as: 
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1. Kolmogorov-Smirnov to test the 

normality with the criterion and if the 

significance of Kolmogorov-Smirnov > 

α (0,05), it  means the data obtained is 

considered normal 

2. Levene to test the homogeneity with the 

criterion and if the significance of 

Homogeneity > α (0,05), it means that 

the data is homogenous 

3. Paired samples t-test and spearman rank 

correlation with the criterion: 

If sig (2-tailed) > α (0,05), Ho 

accepted while Ha rejected 

If sig (2-tailed) < α (0,05), Ha 

accepted while Ho rejected 

4. Two-way anova in analyzing the 

interaction effect from student’s writing 

achievement using TBLT and student’s 

motivation toward student’s narrative 

writing achievement and two-way anova 

will found in SPSS 22. 

 

The Scoring Rubric (Weigle.2002.Assessing 

Writing.Cambridge.United Kingdom.New York) 

 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Based on the research, the writer 

was used to answer the hypotheses in the 

statistical processed and the writer would 

like independent t-test and Two-way Anova 

to know whether or not (a)there is a 

significant difference in average score of 

narrative writing achievement between 

students being taught using TBLT and those 

who were being taught using conventional 

technique, (b) there is a significant 

difference in average score between the 

student’s narrative writing who are in high 

motivation taught using TBLT and 

conventional technique, (c) there is a 

significant difference in average score 

between the student’s narrative writing who 

are in low motivation taught using TBLT 

and conventional technique, (d) statistic 

analysis of high and low motivation in 

narrative after being taught TBLT, and (e) 

there is a significant interaction effect on 

student’s narrative writing and motivation 

taught using TBLT and conventional 

technique. 

 

a. Measuring the Significant Difference 

in Writing on Narrative Text Between 

Students after being Taught Using 

TBLT and those who are Taught 

Using Conventional Teaching 

Technique  

 The Independent t-test is the most 

common to test the significant difference 
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between experimental and control group. 

Based on the result on statistical 

Independent t-test, there was a significant 

between student’s after being taught TBLT 

as the experimental group and those who 

were taught using conventional technique as 

the control group. it can be seen that it was 

significant because the average score in the 

experimental group was higher than control 

group. Meanwhile, the score of students who 

being taught in TBLT was 76.38 and the 

score of students who being taught 

conventional technique was 73.79. 

 Furthermore, the writer completed the 

analysis of the different score of the 

narrative writing between students who 

being taught using TBLT and the students 

who being taught using conventional 

technique 

b. Measuring the Significant Difference 

in Writing on Narrative Text Between 

Students who are in High Motivation 

after being Taught Using TBLT and 

those who are Taught Using 

Conventional Teaching Technique  

 This part, Independent t-test used to test 

the significant level in average score 

between student’s narrative writing who 

were in high motivation taught using TBLT 

as the experimental group and those  who 

were taught using conventional technique as  

the control group. The result of TBLT 

technique was 75.76 and the result of 

conventional technique was 73.76. Based on 

the result, there was a significant average 

between experimental group and control 

group in high motivation.   

 Besides, the writer also analyzed the 

result and found that there was a significant 

where the p-output was 0.01 (0.005) it 

means that the result was lower than the 

level of significant (0.05). It is also 

displayed in table 7. 

c. Measuring the Significant Difference 

in Writing on Narrative Text Between 

Students who are in Low Motivation 

after being Taught Using TBLT and 

those who are Taught Using 

Conventional Teaching Technique  

 This part, Independent t-test used to test 

the significant level in average score 

between student’s narrative writing who 

were in low motivation taught using TBLT 

as the experimental group and those  who 

were taught using conventional technique as  

the control group. The result of TBLT 

technique was 77.00 and the result of 

conventional technique was 73.82. It showed 
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that there was a significant average between 

experimental group and control group in 

high motivation.  

 Based on the result, the writer found 

there was a significant average between 

experimental and control group. Meanwhile 

the result of p-output of significant is lower 

than the level of significant (0.05) where the 

result was 0.002.  

e. Measuring the Significant Interaction 

Effect of TBLT and Motivation on 

the Student’s Writing Achievement  

 Based on the result on two-way anova 

in spss 22, the writer got the result of 

interaction effect. Where the interaction’s 

score was 0.006, it means that there was an 

interaction effect between TBLT and 

motivation on the student’s writing 

achievement, because the score of the result 

was lower than the level of significant 

(0.05). It is also shown in table 13. 

  Based on the data analysis, the 

writer inferred that student’s writing 

achievement taught using Task Based 

Language Teaching (TBLT) approach had a 

significant increase. It was indicated also in 

teaching writing using TBLT gave a 

significant different on student’s writing 

achievement than those who were not. It 

also can be seen that there was a progress 

achieved by high motivation and low 

motivation. The different achievement might 

only because by different teaching approach 

used in the experimental and control group. 

Some interpretations are made based on the 

data statistic analysis and related to the 

findings. They are described as follows: 

  First, the teaching of writing using 

TBLT technique is effectively applied in the 

experimental group because there was a 

significant different average score between 

the teaching of writing using TBLT and 

conventional technique where the average 

score of TBLT was higher than 

Conventional Technique, it also shown that 

the average score in experimental group is 

76.38 and the average score in control group 

is 73.79. It means that Ho was rejected and 

Ha1 was accepted. This interpretation also  

echoes Willis (2007), where his statement 

that the task-like activities should engage 

learners’ interest because they claim that 

without genuine interest, there can be no 

focus on meaning or outcome. 

  Second, TBLT technique was 

applied to develop student’s writing 

achievements effective to be taught in high 
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motivation because using TBLT gave the 

significant different between high 

motivation after being taught TBLT and 

high motivation after being Conventional, 

beside that the writer shows the result of  the 

average score between in experimental’s 

average score (75.76) and control’s average 

score (73.76) group It means Ho was 

rejected and Ha2 was accepted. This 

interpretation also support by Lipstein and 

Renninge (2007) where their research gave 

the feedback to students in writing narrative 

achievement. 

  Third, TBLT technique was applied 

to develop student’s writing achievements 

effective to be taught in low motivation 

taught TBLT, because the writer found that 

the result of experimental group is 77.00 and 

the  average score of control group is 73.82. 

It means that there is a significant level 

between low motivation using TBLT and 

Low motivation using Conventional and it 

means that Ho was rejected and Ha3 was 

accepted. The interpretation of this  

statement focused on rhetoric or genres 

(27%) or the expression of ideas or 

knowledge (21%).Smaller percentages of the 

statements that the students made referred to 

goals for improving their composing 

processes (8%), developing their identity or 

self-awareness (4%), improving their 

affective states related to writing (3%),or 

aspects of learning while writing (2%). 

  Forth, TBLT also was applied to 

develop the student’s writing achievement 

effective to be taught in high and low 

motivation. The writer found that there was 

a significant difference teaching writing 

using TBLT towards high and low 

motivation and where the average score in 

high motivation was 75.76 and the average 

score in low motivation was 73.82 and it 

means that Ho was rejected and Ha4 was 

accepted. It also stated by Tahriri (2014), the 

results showed a significant relationship 

between scores of students on post-test and 

their motivation. It can be concluded that 

motivated students can have better 

performance in writing. Moreover, it was 

found out that the students of the class based 

on TBLT approach gained higher scores 

both on the post-test and motivation. 

  Fifth, although writing activities 

was difficult to the students at the beginning 

of the treatment, but they were enjoyed. This 

research, the writer also found that there was 

an interaction effect and motivation among 

the students which result in willingness to 

write narrative writing where the significant 
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is lower (0.03) than the significant level 

(0.05) and it means that Ho was rejected and 

Ha5 was accepted. It has similarities 

Nasution (2013), he  concluded  that  Ha  

wasaccepted and Ho was rejected. It was 

found that there was a significant effect of 

TBLT on the students’ achievement in 

writing. 

  From the result of student’s writing 

that was evaluated by two raters, it could be 

found that all the aspects of writing 

influenced student’s writing achievement. 

The highest score was content (28), it was 

because the content was easier than the 

organization where the content of writing 

the students wrote by good words and 

sentences. Meanwhile, the lowest score was 

organization because the aspects of 

organization the students got the difficulties 

to found the generic structure of narrative’s 

writing and sometimes the students can not 

divided which one is the reorientation and 

resolution.   Based on the explanation above, 

the writer concluded that there was a 

progress achieved both experimental and 

control group. However, the experimental 

group had a better progress in writing 

achievement than the control group. 

Furthermore, the writer also said TBLT was 

effective in improving student’s writing 

achievement in the experimental group. It is 

also done by Sabet et.al (2014), they state 

that it is evident that the group of students 

which was taught based on TBLT principle, 

which comprise the experimental group, 

were more successfulin post-test. 

 

CONCLUSION 

From the data which have been analyzed 

above, it can be concluded that: 

1. There was significant difference in 

writing achievement between the 

student who were taught by using TBLT 

and those were taught using 

conventional teaching technique.  

2. There was significant difference in 

writing achievement between the 

students who had high motivation by 

using Task Based Language Teaching 

and conventional teaching technique.  

3. There was significant difference in 

writing achievement between the 

students who had low motivation by 

using Task Based Language Teaching 

and conventional teaching technique.  

4. There was significant difference in 

writing achievement between the 

students who have low and high 
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motivation by using Task Based 

Language Teaching.  

5. There was an interaction effect of 

technique used and student’s motivation 

in improving writing achievement. 
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